Robin Sharma
Celebrated Leadership Expert & Advisor to Business Titans &
Humanitarian

CSA CELEBRITY SPEAKERS
Robin Sharma is one of the world's premier speakers on Leadership and Personal Mastery. For nearly 20 years, many of the most
well-known organizations on the planet. have chosen Robin Sharma for their most important events, when nothing less than a world-class
speaker will do.
To help people and organizations around the world Lead Without a Title.

In detail

Languages

He is the Chief Executive Officer of Sharma Leadership

He presents in English.

International Inc. Robins books such as The Leader Who Had
No Title have topped bestseller lists internationally and his social

Want to know more?

media posts reach over six hundred million people a year, making

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

him a true global phenomenon for helping people do brilliant work,

could bring to your event.

thrive amid change and realize their highest leadership capacities
within the organization so that personal responsibility, productivity,

How to book him?

ingenuity and mastery soars. Sharma has been ranked as one of

Simply phone or e-mail us.

the Top 5 Leadership Experts in the World in an independent
survey of over 22,000 businesspeople and appears on platforms

Publications

with other luminaries such as Richard Branson, Bill Clinton, Jack
2010

Welch and Shaquille O'Neill.

The Leader Who Had No Title

What he offers you

2006

Robins mission is to help human beings become extraordinary

The Greatness Guide

and organizations get to world-class. He shares his best insights

2005

and tools that billionaires, CEOs and famous entrepreneurs have

The Saint, The Surfer and The CEO

used to exponentially grow their fortunes, multiply their

2005

performance and live beautiful lifestyles.

Leadership Wisdom from the Monk Who Sold His Ferrari
2004

How he presents

The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari

An inspirational speaker, Robin tailors his presentations to
precisely meet clients needs and he always leaves audiences
energized and re-invigorated.

2003
Family Wisdom from the Monk Who Sold His Ferrari: Nurturing the Leader
within Your Child
2001

Topics

Who Will Cry When You Die?

Personal Mastery
Change Management
Leadership
Motivation and Inspiration
Setting Goals and Achieving Them
The Monk Who Sold his Ferrari
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